Keylon Codes and Geomancies

Letters & 12 Geomancies of the Human Cellular Alphabet

Fire Letters and Geomancies. The MCEO Freed om Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi

of Keylons. 5. Geomancies: Composite Fire Letter Light-Symbol Control Codes that represent
the

Keylon Codes and Geomancies 1. Each 15-Dimensional Matrix has 180 Primary Fire Letters,
formed are called Geomancies. Geomancies are the composite Light-symbol Codes that contain the
form’s morphogenetic field. Geomancies are considered the Control Codes within a
dimensional field, as
directed through the Geomancies. 2. Each Dimension has 12 Primary and numerous Secondary and
and 1 Primary Geomancy, that represents the entire electro-tonal program of that dimension.
thus, 15 Primary Geomancies that control the formation of Keylons, Keylon Codes and the
The 15 Primary Geomancies control the form of the morphogenetic Crystal Body and the Energy. Using the Geomancies, which appear as geometrically formed light symbols, the blueprints of can be altered. Geomancies control the Fire Letter sequences within the dimensional bands of matter/consciousness manifestation. Geomancies represent patterns of light and sound that direct the mechanics.

we use the Geomancy Control Codes to re-align the human morphogenetic field with Dimension = 1 Geomancy Control Code Example of Geomancy: 1 Dimension = 12 Primary Code Example of Geomancy: 1 Dimension = 12 Primary Fire Letters and 1 Geomancy.

Letters and 1 Geomancy. 15

Field, Fire Letters, Geomancies, Dimensions and DNA. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented

6. Tanotra Hova- Geomantic Entity Matrix 10 (MerKaBah Body) (Ascended Master Level-

Letters & 12 Geomancies of the Human Cellular Alphabet 1. Base Chakra 2. Sacral expressed as the Geomancy Control Code. In Keylontic Science we use the Geomancy Control we use the Geomancy Control Codes in conjunction with the Chakras to active the

to form 1 Geomancy Control Code, each DNA strand has a corresponding Geomancy Code has a corresponding Geomancy Code that governs the function and activation of that DNA through using the Geomancy Control Codes and corresponding sound tones of Keylontic Science, through

and Programming, the Geomancies, Stellar Activations and Celestial Arieas. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

technique uses the Geomancy Control Codes (form), specific color spectra (light), corresponding Matrix can begin. Geomancies +Color+ Toning+ Breath= Imprinting and Programming the Crystal Body
Crystal Body, the **Geomancy** Control Codes, direction of light and sound through the Chakras, of the Spheres. **Geomancies** + Color + Breath + Celestial Areas Tones = Activation of the dimensional bands. The **Geomancies** and Fire Letters of these controlling dimensional bands govern the system, D-5 **Geomancy** Control Code and D-5 sound-light spectra. During morphogenetic the D-12 **Geomancy** Control Code is also used for correct alignment with the & D-12 **Geomancy** Control Code + D-5 Scalar Spectrum + D-5 Key Tone = a D-5 **Geomancy** D-12 Geomancy Anchoring the Archetype creates a D-5 Geomancy D-12 **Geomancy** Anchoring the Archetype creates a D-5 Frequency Seal around Fire Letter and **Geomancy** mechanics through which morphogenetic fields function. • The Anatomy of
5. Geomancies: Composite Fire Letter - ●●●● ten...,,..

6. Tanotra Hova- Geomantic Entity Matrix ID (MereKaBah Body) (Ascended Master Level-

Geomancy Control Code, each DNA strand has a corresponding Geomancy Code
has a corresponding Geomancy Code that governs the function and activation of that DNA
through using the Geomancy Control Codes and corresponding sound tones of Keylontic
Science through

system, D-5 Geomancy Control Code and D-5 sound-light spectra. During morphogenetic
the 0-12 Geomancy Control Code is also used for correct alignment with the
& D-12 Geomancy Control Code+ D-5 Scalar Spectrum+ D-5 Key Tone=
a 0-5 Geomancy D-12 Geomancy Anchoring the Archetype creates a D-5
Geomancy D-12 Geomancy Anchoring the Archetype creates a D-5 Frequency Seal around

dimensional bands. The Geomancies and Fire Letters of these controlling dimensional bands
govern the

STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS, GEOMANCIES and FIRE LETTERS, Individuation from God,
the LAW OF ONE,
referred to as GEOMANCIES and FIRE LETTERS- Geomancies and Fire Letters are specific
patterns
and FIRE LETTERS- Geomancies and Fire Letters are specific patterns of conscious scalar
standing
form in time. Geomancies and Fire Letters are the building blocks the God-Mind
processes of creation. Geomancies are composite groupings of Fire Letters; Fire Letters are composite
energy, composed of Geomancies, Fire Letters and standing scalar waves, through which the
creative

the D-B Geomancy Control Code-:- the "ZTZ" (double, forward slanting Lightening

the D-12 Geomancy Control Code- the Merkaba Star ( 6 pointed “Star


to become the Geomantic Entity, within the Triadic level of the Energy Matrix just

form of the Geomantic Entity is the Tanotra Merkaba Vehicle, it appears as

domain of the Geomantic Entities. Most humans on Earth are working toward entering the

exercise uses specific Geomancy Control Codes, in specific regions of the body, to affect

Seats. Symbol Codes: Geomancy Control Code for the Crystal Seals. This Key/antic Exercise

This is the Geomancy Control Code and Primary Color Spectra for the 2nd dimensional

(D-5 Geomancy Control Code) stationed at the Navel bursting, absorbing the Orange-

(D-8 Geomancy Control. Code) stationed at the Pineal bursting, absorbing the Blue

the D-5 Geomancy Control Code- the Pentagram ( 5 pointed star) and the

the D-12 Geomancy Control Code -the Merkaba Star {6 pointed star
standing-wave-guide GEOMANCY - a consolidated inter-dimensional frequency pattern that triggers

The wave-guide Geomancy, containing the frequencies to activate the PBIS and the Maharic

member of the Geomantic Entity Collective beyond the Time Matrix, to its Avatar identity

use of the GEOMANCES and FIRE LETTERS - key SYMBOL CODES that serve as
fields are 5. **Geomancies:** Composite Fire Letter fashioned. Out of a Unified Field Light-

---

body 6 Primary **Geomancy** Key Fire Letters control Fire Letter Sequences in the Other

---

Personal and Planetary **Geomancy** Reprogramming, Light-Sound- Vibration Modalities, $S^-$
Dimensional Cognition and Energy

---

6. Tanotra Hova- **Geomantic** Entity Matrix 10 (MereKaBah Body) (Ascended Master Level-

---

Gruber 6 Primary **Geomancies** are the composite Fire Letters of the 6 Kathara "

with the f$^j$ **Geomancy** Control Codes ~ are the control strands in "A
Science are called Geomancies and Geomantic Codes. A Geomancy is a specific pattern of
called Geomancies and Geomantic Codes. A Geomancy is a specific pattern of internal light
Geomantic Codes. A Geomancy is a specific pattern of internal light (electricity) and
electrical current. The Geomancy serves as a wave guide and manifestation template for energy
human morphogenetic field. Geomancy Control Codes are wave-guides that direct the focus and
has many subsidiary Geomantic Control Codes and one Primary Geomancy Control Code through which
and one Primary Geomancy Control Code through which the frequency wave patterns of that
using the Primary Geomancy Control Codes the blueprints of consciousness and matter manifestation can
greater terms, the Geomancies also represent stations of dimensionalized consciousness, portions of living, multi-
complex arrangements of Geomantic Intelligence. It is through the Geomantic Intelligence that the morphogenetic
is through the Geomantic Intelligence that the morphogenetic structure of manifest identity perpetually receives
expansion and evolution. Geomantic Intelligence perpetually connects all manifest forms to the consciousness of
directly with the Geomantic Intelligence, one can become a conscious co-creator with Source-
Exercises and the Geomancy Control Codes (and the condensed information and cognition the
and cognition the Geomancies contain) expedites the process of human spiritual integration and evolution. Through the Geomancies, humans can begin to participate consciously in the creation of Science technique, Primary Geomancy Control Codes and multi-dimensional light, sound and scalar wave.

Science CD Techniques Geomancy Symbol Codes CD1: Linking With the Solar Rishi

The morphogenetic fields. 5. Geomancies: Composite Fire Letter 5. 3· A 1 Keylons ~

Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation and evolution.

The Geomancies and Fire Letters of these controlling dimensional bands govern the dimensional bands. The Geomancies

6. Tanotra Hova- Geomantic Entity Matrix 10 (MereKaBah Body) (Ascended Master Level Matrix - the Geomantic Entity identity of the Triadic Level, the RishA identity of

Science techniques use Geomancies (geometrical patterns of light, sound, electro-magnetism and scalar

identity (the Geomantic Entity, the RishA and the Eckar) correspond to the 3 sets of 12 Geomantic Entities, each Eckar a gestalt identity composed of sets of

the Rishi- the Geomantic Entity- the RishA- The Eckar- the Monad- and the God-

Tanotra Hova Body- Geomantic Entity identity gestalt. Polarc Matrix- DiOmni Hova Body - RishA

using the Primary Geomancies, (primary scalar wave-guides), for each Harmonic Merkaba Spiral,
created by the **Geomantic** Entities of the Triadic Level of the Energy Matrix in

- sets of 12 **Geomantic** Entity Consciousness Gestalts, within the Triadic Level of the Energy
- RishA and the **Geomantic** Entity - are considered Ultra-terrestrial Consciousness and represent the
- Step Creation, each **Geomantic** Entity Gestalt in the Triadic Level of the Energy Matrix
- 81h-Dimension, the **Geomantic** Entity fragments portions of itself, simultaneously, into 2 sets of
- Matrix. Simultaneously the **Geomantic** Entity creates 2, interwoven 15"Dimensional Time Matrices, within itself,
- Step 7: The **Geomantic** Entity projects portions of its consciousness into the highest vibrating
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- the 51h-Dimensional **Geomancy** Control Code, combined with the White Merkaba Star (for
- Through using these **Geomancies**, the conduits to receive the 4th, 51~ and 6th The
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- along with the **Geomancies** and Fire Letters, configurations of crystalline substance that compose the
- the 8th-Dimensional **Geomancy** Control Code (scalar wave guide), to directly activate dormant
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- dimensional consciousness. Specific **Geomancy** Control Codes are used in specific regions of the body
- Bodies, realigning the **Geomancies** and Fire Letters of the morphogenetic scalar grids back into
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- referred to as **Geomancies** and fire letters. These are patterns of specific standing scalar
- form in time. **Geomancies** and fire letters are the building blocks the God Mind
- processors of Creation. **Geomancies** are composite groupings of fire letters. Fire letters are composite
- energy composed of **Geomancies**, fire letters and standing scalar waves through which the pulse
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- contained within the **Geomancies** and fire letters within the design of the original stream
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to be a *geomantic* entity, within the Triadic Level of the Energy Matrix, just
form of the *geomantic* entity (Tinatra) appears as an elongated diamond form comprised
by releasing specific *geomantic* control codes in specific regions of the body, in order
consciousness are: the *Geomantic*, the Rishi and the Eckar. As the identity progressively
merges

FreeWill, 64 G *Geomancies*, 10, 16, 20, 35, 41, 53, 54, 55, 62, 63
55, 62, 63 *Geomancy*, 16, 19,53,54, 55 Geomancy Control Codes, 16 Gestalt Identity, 31,
16, 19,53,54, 55 *Geomancy* Control Codes, 16 Gestalt Identity, 31, 36 God,9, 10,
Also called "Geomantic Entities," "Ultra-terrestrials," the "Cosmic Trinity," (legitimate)
Identity Level-the **Geomancy** (the Yunasai Matrix) The 6th Primary level of Multi-

is called the **Geomantic** Entity--or Geomancy. All other levels of identity and mind

Geomantic Entity--or **Geomancy**. All other levels of identity and mind and the structures

blueprint of the **Geomantic** Entity Gestalt identity. Through the Geomancy all things, beings and

identity. Through the **Geomancy** all things, beings and consciousness are connected to and contained


to the original **Geomantic** Entity Gestalt that exists eternally beyond dimensionalization. The **Soul Matrix**-
Also called "Geomantic Entities", "Ultra-terrestrials", the "Cosmic Trinity", (legitimate)

• STH DENSITY GEOMANCY PROJECTION • MAHARIC MATRIX SCAN: TRACKING THE PILLAR FIVE

DIFFERENTIATION 5TH DENSITY GEOMANCY PROJECTION Geomancies are specific Symbol·Codes that possess an energy reality

The 5th Density Geomancy depicted below is a scalarform that corresponds to the 151h 151 dimensions. This Geomancy, called the Rishic Code, serves to link the frequencies of

WITH STH DENSITY GEOMANCY TO DISCOVER AND STRENGTHEN YOUR SPIRITUAL CORE AND DRAW IN
Also called "Geomantic Entities,""Ultra-terrestrials", the "Cosmic Trinity", (legitimate) "

collectively form a Geomantic Entity Matrix eternal consciousness collective, or living Time Matrix life-

consciousness of 12 Geomantic Entity Matrices "Ascended Master Level-1" consciousness collectives. A

consciousness collectives. A Geomantic Entity Matrix is the composite identity of 12 Density-5

formed. A singular Geomantic Entity Matrix identity is called a Ramyanas. Corresponds to the

is called a Geomantic Entity or Entity Matrix. The Triadic Energy Matrix, formed by
Fire Letters and **Geomancies** (Symbol Codes). Keylon Codes, Crystallized Thought-intention. Keylon Codes,

Fire Letters and **Geomancies**: Fire Letters = The Eckasha Force God-intelligence within Keylons

upon their axis. **Geomancies** = The Eckasha Force God-intelligence within Keylons which holds

---

**Rishi, Domain Constants, Geomantic Entities, RishA, Ascended Master Yanas, Rishiac and Eieyanic** (of

---

Also called "**Geomantic** Entities," "Ultra-terrestrials", the "Cosmic Trinity", (legitimate)
application of the *geomancy*, when it’s integrated fully, not just in the density one
collectively form a Geomantic Entity Matrix eternal consciousness collective, or living Time Matrix life-
consciousness of 12 Geomantic Entity Matrices "Ascended Master Level-1" consciousness collectives.
"I" consciousness collectives. A Geomantic Entity Matrix is the composite identity of 12 Density-S.
A singular Geomantic Entity Matrix identity is called a Ramyanas. Corresponds to the
is called a Geomantic Entity or Entity Matrix. The Triadic Energy Matrix, formed by
s · member of the Geomantic Entity CoUeelive beyond the Tuna Matrix, to its Avatar identity
Kathara Grid The Geomantic pulsation & spin of the 24 Lotus Point Spheres
are 3-Dimensional Geomantic Grids that form where Density & Dimensional Transmission Lines
Body Blueprint. The Geomantic pulsation & spin of the 24 Lotus Point Spheres controls
Body Blueprint. The Geomantic pulsation & spin of the 24 Lotus Point Spheres
Kathara Signets The **Geomantic** pulsation & spin of the 24 Lotus Point Spheres controls
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3-Dimensional **Geomantic** Grids that form w~er~ Density & Dimensional Transmission Lines
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g. uepnn The **Geomantic** pulsation & spin of the 24 Lotus Point Spheres
Letter & 12 Geomancies of the Human Cellular Alphabet KS-HB 3 11 15

D D-12 Geomancy Control Code CS-HB 6 27 D-12 Maharic Sealed
23 D-5 Geomancy Control Code CS-HB 6 27 D-5 Key Tone

FTR-H8 598 Geomancies DFLi-H8 1 Geomancies MR-H8 18 11 Geomancies MR-
DFl-H8 1 Geomancies MR-H8 18 11 Geomancies MR-H8 3A 33 Geomancies
H8 18 11 Geomancies MR-H8 3A 33 Geomancies KS-H8 2 5 Geomancies
H8 3A 33 Geomancies KS-H8 2 5 Geomancies KS-H8 2 6 Geomancies
H8 2 5 Geomancies KS-H8 2 6 Geomancies KS-H8 2 8 Geomancies
H8 2 6 Geomancies KS-H8 2 8 Geomancies KS-H8 5 22 Geomancies
H8 2 8 Geomancies KS-H8 5 22 Geomancies CS-H8 2 7 Geomancies
H8 5 22 Geomancies CS-H8 2 7 Geomancies CS-H8 6 20 Geomancies
H8 2 7 Geomancies CS-H8 6 20 Geomancies CS-H8 6 23 Geomancies
H8 6 20 Geomancies CS-H8 6 23 Geomancies PH-H8 1 6 Geomancies
H8 6 23 Geomancies PH-H8 1 6 Geomancies PH-H8 6 35 Geomancy
H8 1 6 Geomancies PH-H8 6 35 Geomancy MR-H8 2C 24 Geomancy
H8 6 35 Geomancy MR-H8 2C 24 Geomancy Code KS-H8 3 13
H8 2C 24 Geomancy Code KS-H8 3 13 Geomancy Code PH-H8 5
H8 3 13 Geomancy Code PH-H8 5 27 Geomancy Control Code KS-H8
H8 5 27 Geomancy Control Code KS-H8 3 11 Geomancy Control Code KS-
H8 3 11 Geomancy Control Code KS-H8 4 18 Geomancy Control Code KS-
H8 4 18 Geomancy Control Code KS-H8 4 19 Geomancy Control Code KS-
H8 4 19 Geomancy Control Code KS-H8 5 23 Geomancy Control Code KS-
H8 5 23 Geomancy Control Code KS-H8 5 26 Geomancy Control Code PH-
H8 5 26 Geomancy Control Code PH-H8 5 28 Jan 2004 35
symbol code, a **geomancy** (mathematical, geometrical program), which holds and directs the mathematical.

codes are specialized **geomancies** that are radial body codes • codes that hold programs

fields. There are **geomancies** in the Kathara centers, which are the consciousnesses that are
Teachings use the Geomancy Control Codes (form), specific color spectra (light), corresponding Fire Letter and Geomancy mechanics through which Morphogenetic Fields function. Once realignment is achieved,

expressed as the Geomancy Control Code. Each dimension has 12 primary and numerous secondary/

and 1 Primary Geomancy that represents the entire electro-tonal program of that dimension.

by using the Geomancy Control Codes and corresponding sound tones of Keylontic Science through

Matrix Crystal Gene. Geomancies Geomancies are composite Fire Letter Light-Symbol Control Codes that

are 15 primary Geomancies that control formation of Keylons, Keylon Codes & Morphogenetic Fields

the dimensionalized systems. Geomancies represent patterns of light and sound that direct mechanics of

has a corresponding Geomancy Code to govern function/activation of the DNA strand. Keylontic

Science uses the Geomancy Control Codes (form), specific color spectra (light), corresponding

the DNA strands. Geomancies control the Fire Letter sequences within the dimensional bands of

we use the Geomancy Control Codes to realign the human Morphogenetic Field with its

referred to as Geomancies and fire letters. Fire Letters and Geomancies are specific patterns

Fire Letters and Geomancies are specific patterns of conscious scalar standing waves that give

form in time. Geomancies and Fire Letters are building blocks the God Mind uses

processes of creation. Geomancies are composite groupings of Fire Letters. Fire Letters are composite

energy composed of Geomancies, Fire Letters, and standing scalar waves through which the
we use the **Geomancy** Control Codes in conjunction with the chakras (and key higher evolution. Using **Geomancies**, which appear as geometrically formed light symbols, the blueprints of

 altered by using **Geomancies**, which appear as geometrically formed light symbols. In Keylontic Science

 we use the **Geomancy** Control Codes in conjunction with the chakras (and key

 through using the **Geomancy** Control Codes and corresponding sound tones of Keylontic Science through

 and activation. The **Geomancies** in the Kathara Centers are a form of consciousness. These

 symbol code, or **geomancy**. These are mathematical, geometrical programs which hold and direct the

 you add together **Geomancies**, Color, Breath, and Celestial Arieas Tones the result is activation (8th Dimensional **Geomancy** Control Code-scalar wave guide). Here the Double Lightning Bolt

 4-1 0. **Geomancies**, Symbols, and Sound The ancient sound tones of the symbols or patterns called **Geomancies** hold a mathematical pattern of intention, an intention of creation in our bodies. **Geomancies** and fire letters are the building blocks the God Mind processors of Creation. **Geomancies** are composite groupings of fire letters. Fire Letters are composite energy composed of **geomancies**, fire letters and standing scalar waves through which the pulse the use of **Geomancy** Control Codes, the directing of light and sound through the

 Crystal Body, the **Geomancy** Control Codes, the breath, and toning of the Celestial Arieas
stations. We use Geomancies, Color, Toning and the Breath to imprint and program the
system, D-5 Geomancy Control Code and D-5 sound and light spectra. During
the D-12 Geomancy Control Code is also used for conect alignment with the
the D-5 Geomancy; the 6-pointed star is the D-12 Geomancy. The
the D-12 Geomancy. The D-5 Scalar Spectrum equates to the color blue.

RishA Azurite council Geomantic entity Emerald order Rishi Elohei Avatar Anuhazi Oversoul Oraphim Soul
Mahadra Adhrana code *geomancies* in sequence via the 6-point breath? AzurA---+ Maharic Shield---+

Breaths direct code *geomancies* from the AzurA, the Mahadra, and Chakra 14 to the

Breaths direct code *geomancies* from the AzurA, the Maharic Shield, the Mahadra, and Chakra

Mahadra Adhrana code *geomancies* via the 6-point breaths? (a) AzurA, E-Umbi,
the Rishi, the **Geomantic** Entity, the RishA the Eckar. All of that is about
but they are **geomantic** mathematically coded geometric layers, which means each one of them.

in terms of **geomancies**, right? The outer two circles rotate clockwise; the inner two
colors, shapes and geomancies "dancing" throughout its form. The forms, symbols, colors and
symbols, colors and geomancies manifest as the "AdorA-Side "Dot-Matrix Scalar-
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colors, shapes and geomancies "dancing" throughout its form. A. Project Adjugate Color Filter
colors, shapes and geomancies); they will show up in the color of their dominant
also a mathematical **geomantic** shield platform that is used to amplify the protection, power
also a mathematical **geomantic** shield platform that is used to amplify the protection, power
also a mathematical **geomantic** shield platform that is used to amplify the protection, power
is a mathematical **geomantic** Shield platform that is used to amplify the protection, power,
also a mathematical **geomantic** shield platform that is used to amplify the protection, power,

is a mathematical **geomantic** Shield platform that is used to amplify the protection, power,
are 3-Dimensional **Geomantic** Grids that form where Density & Dimensional Transmission Lines cross
Frequency Accretion & **Geomantic** Creation-Manifestation Templates. (KDDL-2) Keylontic"M Discourses for Daily

sequential Power-Phase **Geomantic** Encryption Templates. The first code of the Triptec is the

sequential Power-Phase **Geomantic** Encryption Templates. The first code of the Triptec is the

sequential Power-Phase **Geomantic** Encryption Templates. 1st Triptec Panah-KHY Access Kev

sequential Power-Phase **Geomantic** Encryption Templates. 1st Triptec Panah-KHY Access Key 2nd Triptec

sequential Power-Phase **Geomantic** Encryption Templates. P1 Triptec Panah-KHY Access Key 2nd Triptec

sequential Power-Phase **Geomantic** Encryption Templates. 1st Triptec Panah-KHY Access Key 2"d
ouQBod ~-15 Geomanbc Codes Goamanry E-Uai>t ~-I] G<ornanric Ennty
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symbol code, a geomancy (mathematical, geometrical program), which holds and directs mathematical realities
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[ Geomancy ] Ta:-:=-of the Soul August 2009 • Keylontic DlcbonafY

Page G-2 Geomancy (Symbols- Conn-o/ Codes) A Ct-o mauc~

electrical current. The Geomancy serves as a wall'e guide and manifestation template for en~
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Fire Leners and Geomanric Codes" (which function as Scalar Wave Guides). The "
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Cf.omancits and Geomantic Codes. Working consciously with Ktrlontic Sci-uct Exercises and the

Exercises and the Geomancy Control Codes (and the condensed information and cognition the
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«a-Codes. Geomancies) Ut"s compMe this~ lighc.symbol cOot--s or ""Fln
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humanity. Tbj.s Geomancy IS a being. ~.sooating """"lth thru qlll1ltessential asc.
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energy composed of Geomancies, Fire Ltners and Standmg Scalar Waves through which the pulse
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141) Symbols (Geomancies - Codes - Conn-o/ Codes - Keys) ~
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Khundara ] (Geomancy - Geomamic Emi(v or Eieyani - Uln-a-